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Upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC) is a rare but lethal 
disease. About 60% of tumours are invasive at the time of 
diagnosis. Radical nephroureterectomy (RNU) has been the 
standard treatment of UTUC. However, a number of studies 
have indicated that kidney-sparing surgery (KSS) and treat-
ment with radical nephroureterectomy (RNU) offer equiva-
lent long-term CSS if the right patients are selected [1, 2].

The current guidelines outlined by the European Asso-
ciation of Urology (EAU) divide UTUC into low- and high-
risk diseases [3] and recommend that kidney-sparing treat-
ment should be discussed in all cases of low-risk tumour. 
However, due to the scarcity of the disease and that most 
published studies are retrospective with small number of 
patients included, there is relatively low level of evidence 
of the statements.

Studies have indicated stage and grade as strong prognos-
tic factors [4, 5], whereas the impact of tumour size has been 
questioned [6]. Cytology and the small biopsies generally 
do not allow direct staging, but there seems to be a correla-
tion between grade and stage [4], allowing indirect staging 
to some degree. However, correct grading has proven to be 
challenging [7–9].

All efforts to improve diagnostics are of importance. 
There is a need to identify possible better methods of grad-
ing, or to identify other more reliable diagnostic tools. 
Tumour heterogeneity may hinder correct grading from 
endoscopic biopsies. A better understanding of the genomics 
involved in UTUC is a highly interesting and advancing field 
[10], which may reveal more reliable prognostic markers.

Like low-risk UTUC seems to benefit from kidney-spar-
ing treatment whereas the clear recommendation for organ 
confined high-risk UTUC is radical neprhoureterectomy 
with complete bladder-cuff removal. However, how differ-
ent treatments should be carried out is a matter of debate. 
Furthermore, the role of lymph node dissection and the 
impact of decreased renal function after radical surgery are 
still issues needing to be clarified, as well as the role of diag-
nostic ureterorenoscopy for intravesical recurrence—just to 
mention a few aspects of controversies.

For a deeper discussion, to highlight difficulties in the 
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in UTUC, we invited 
20 experts in Europe to participate in the “Consultation on 
UTUC 2018. Aspects on diagnosis, treatment and follow-up, 
long-term results and risk stratification”. The meeting took 
place at the Nobel Forum in Stockholm, September 2018.

The experts were assigned different topics within the 
field. They prepared presentations according to the standards 
for a scoping review by scanning the literature using Pub-
med, Embase, and Web of Science. The meeting extended 
over 2 days, where the first day was a closed meeting for the 
experts, where all presentations were presented, discussed, 
challenged, and adjusted accordingly. The second day was 
an open meeting, where the adjusted presentations were pre-
sented and discussed to an audience with participants from 
all over Europe.

Conclusions drawn from the meeting were that when 
treating patients with UTUC, both tumour variables and 
patient’s variables have to be taken into consideration. There 
is both a need and a possibility for personalized treatment 
decisions, which makes risk stratification necessary. How-
ever, for proper risk stratification prospective multicenter 
studies investigating and identifying better prognostic factors 
and optimizing diagnostic tools are needed, as well as strict 
long-term protocols for follow-up, in order to evaluate long-
term results of different treatment modalities. It is our aim 
and hope that the conclusions from the presentations and the 
discussions will add to a deeper understanding of UTUC and 
inspire future research within the field.
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The meeting has resulted in three review papers [11–13] 
covering diagnosis of UTUC, treatment alternatives in 
UTUC and follow-up, long-term results and risk stratifica-
tion in UTUC. The papers are, together with five original 
papers [14–18], published in this issue number on the topic.
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